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Presentation Notes
Thanks to Rich for inviting me to speak today.  The work I’m reporting on has been funded by the California Dried Plum Board since 2005.  Kitren Glozer of the Plant Sciences Department at Davis was the leader of this project in the first two years, I’ve been running it since then.



Bad bloom weather can ruin a prune crop.
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Presentation Notes
2004, 2005, and 2007 were terrible years for south Sacramento Valley prune growers.  As you can see from the slide, statewide prune production was low to very low in all three year.  This low production was due to  temperatures above 80oF for several days around full bloom in the entire growing region in 2004 and in the south Sacramento Valley in 2005 & 2007.  Spreading out bloom across time can reduce the risk of crop loss due to freezing or hot weather at bloom.  



High rate of oil in a dormant spray advances bloom.

4 gal/acre of oil
sprayed January 2

Unsprayed
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Presentation Notes
A properly timed oil spray during the dormant season can produce results like those in this slide.  Bloom was advanced 3-4 days when oil was sprayed in early January.  Such a difference in bloom timings can be the difference between a good crop and a very poor crop.  This oil spray can be a standard dormant spray with pesticide plus oil, or just oil.  Oil alone can advance bloom and control low to moderate scale populations.  Adding a pesticide with the oil delivers aphid and peach twig borer control as well as bloom advance and scale control.   



Traditional timing for oil to advance prune 
bloom is late Dec to mid January.
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Presentation Notes
When my folks farmed prunes, experienced prune growers told them that the best timing for a dormant spray was in late December through mid January. This information is about as old as this classic '37 pickup.  Research in California prunes in the 1920's showed that oil sprays pushed bloom forward.  This information is solid in most years.  However, fine tuning of this information might lead to better planning and more efficient farming.  If you knew that spraying earlier in that window would give you better results, that might be helpful – especially with the memory of the three bad years due to heat loss at bloom.  To see if oil spray timing could be improved to more consistently advance bloom, a research project was begun in Sutter/Yuba region in 2004-05.  
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Presentation Notes
Around the world, use of oil and other spray materials (also known as Rest Breaking Agents) to advance fruit tree and vine bloom is common place.  These places include South Africa, Israel, and part of California.Following years of careful research and hard experience, these materials are applied based on the stage of dormancy the trees or vines are in.  So, an understanding, as we understand it, of dormancy is needed to get the best out of oil or other rest breaking agents – That was our approach as we started the project.



Dormancy Review
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So, let’s first start with dormancy review.
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Presentation Notes
Like a two person relay race, there are two separate stages to dormancy.  One stage must be completed or nearly complete before the other one can begin and then itself be completed.  When both stages have finished bloom occurs.The first stage – technically called endodormancy -- requires a certain amount of cool weather to be completed.  The amount of cool weather required to end endodormancy is call the chilling requirement.  This chilling requirement is specific to the particular tree crop.The second stage  – technically called ecodormancy -- requires a certain amount of heat to be completed.The mechanism of dormancy provides deciduous trees a way to avoid damage during freezing temperatures in the winter.  Trees with big chilling requirements are adapted to cold climates, while those with low chilling needs grow and crop well in warm regions.
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Let's break that “race” down into the two sections of the race. Imagine this oval is the race track.  The race begins around leaf drop in the fall.  Chilling begins to accumulate with cool nights and less hot days.  After a certain amount of cooling, the chilling needs of the plant are met and there is a switch – a baton exchange.  (AN2).  Now, progress towards bloom requires heat.  Progress around the track is driven by temperature.  Once a certain amount of heat has been accumulated, bloom occurs.  Cool conditions in the second ‘leg’ of the race or warm conditions early slow progress around the track.  
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Presentation Notes
Researchers believe that spraying oil on prunes somehow ends the first stage of winter dormancy earlier and allows the plant to start accumulating heat units to end the second stage of dormancy.  However, the proper timing for oil spray is towards the end of the first stage – when the buds are dormant.  If oil is sprayed too early, then it has no effect.  
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Spraying oil at the right general time reduces the amount of chilling needed to complete the first stage of dormancy.  In our race track example of dormancy, spraying oil (AN 1) moves up the baton exchange and “shortens” the amount of chilling accumulation needed to start the second stage of dormancy (AN 2,3 4) – heat accumulation – (AN 5 and 6).  An earlier end of chilling accumulation means that – if there is warm weather – trees sprayed with oil can start to accumulate heat units while an unsprayed tree still needs a few more chilling units to shift over to the heat accumulation stage.
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In an orchard sprayed with oil, heat accumulates towards bloom (AN 1, 2, and 3).  For trees in the same area with the same weather, spraying oil at the right time pushes bloom ahead because the trees have been accumulating heat earlier than the trees that didn't get a big dose of oil.  The old finish line is moved forward (AN 4, 5, and 6) and bloom occurs earlier in the year – anywhere from 2-14 days depending on the year. (AN 7). 



Photographed on March 13, 2008

4 gal/acre of oil
sprayed January 2

Unsprayed
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This is what you can get from a properly timed oil spray… Earlier bloom, which spreads your risk of heat damage or frost damage.   How much oil is needed to get this effect?  We have done all our work with 4 gallons of oil/acre.  This is a good rate for scale control as well.  Can you use 3 gallons or 5 gallons and get the same results?  I’m not sure.  We haven’t tried it.  Check with an experienced PCA.  Some PCAs use 5 gallons of oil regularly.     OK, so when do you spray?  First, let’s do a brief review of chilling measurement.  There are several ways to measure chilling – all of them alittle different.  It is important to know something about each of them.  You need to know enough about the different chilling models – at least that they differ – so you can best interpret or filter information on chilling when it comes your way.



How is chilling 
accumulation 
measured?



There are different ways to measure 
chilling accumulation.

• Hours under 45oF

• Utah Model:  Sliding scale of chilling units 
between 32oF‐59oF.  Temp over 59oF cancels 
earlier chilling units. Works in cold regions.

• Dynamic Model:  Chilling unit total grows using 
a sliding scale similar to Utah Model.  Works 
well in many climates. 

The Dynamic Model best matches field data.
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There are different ways to measure chilling.  The more recent the model, the better.   In the traditional model, any temperature under 45oF was considered to contribute towards meeting trees chilling needs. (AN 1) In the early 1970’s researchers at Utah State University published a new model that took into account discoveries from careful work understanding what temperatures really contributed towards meeting tree chilling needs.  Temperatures below freezing or above about 60oF don’t contribute to chilling at all.  The high temperatures actually cancel chilling that occur previously.     The Utah model works well in cold continental climates like the Rocky Mtns or the MidWest.  However, in Mediterranean climates where cool and warm temperatures can alternate, the Utah Model wasn’t successful.  A new model (AN 2), called the Dynamic Model by the Israelis researchers who developed it, used chilling temps similar to the Utah Model, but put a limit on how far back in the season that chilling could be cancelled by high temps. AN 3  The Dynamic Model has been shown to best match field data in a wide range of climates where deciduous fruit and nut trees are grown.     



Results of three years of work with oil 
timed at chilling accumulation, not date.

2006 2008 2009
Treatment Spray Date

50% bloom: days from 
control Spray Date

50% bloom: days from 
control Spray Date

50% bloom: days from 
control

Oil @ 27‐30 CP 16‐Dec ‐14  22-Dec ‐2 23-Dec ‐2

oil @ 38‐41 CP 6‐Jan ‐11 2-Jan ‐3 6-Jan ‐3

oil @ 50‐53 CP 18-Jan ‐3 26-Jan ‐1
oil @ 59‐64 CP 6‐Feb 0.3  30-Jan ‐3  11-Feb ‐1
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Presentation Notes
In three winters, we sprayed 4% oil (4 gallons of narrow range 440 oil per 100 gallons of water @ 100 gallons/acre) when different chilling accumulations had occurred based on the Dynamic Model.  The spray dates and difference in bloom dates between oil sprayed trees and trees that got no oil in dormant spray are in this table.  Negative numbers means that the trees sprayed with 4% oil on that date bloom bloomed so many days BEFORE the trees that got no oil.  Positive numbers mean that the oil sprayed trees bloomed later than the trees that got no oil. 



Results of three years of work with oil 
timed at chilling accumulation, not date.

2006 2006 2008 2008 2009 2009
Treatment Spray Date Days from control Spray Date Days from control Spray Date Days from control

Oil @ 27‐30 CP 16‐Dec ‐14  22-Dec ‐2 23-Dec ‐2
oil @ 38‐41 CP 6‐Jan ‐11 2-Jan ‐3 6-Jan ‐3
oil @ 50‐53 CP 18-Jan ‐3 26-Jan ‐1
oil @ 59‐64 CP 6‐Feb 0.3  30-Jan ‐3  11-Feb ‐1
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The advance in bloom time was really different from year to year, but the weather each year was very different.  In 2005-2006, it was a warm winter and the trees getting oil in Dec or early Jan got to take advantage of all the heat after spraying (AN 1).  In 2007-2008, it was just the opposite.  The weather from late Dec. until Feb 1 was cool, so there was very little difference in bloom date for trees sprayed through that time – there was no heat to accumulate and advance bloom between those spray dates (AN 2).  In 2008-2009, the weather got warm in mid-January, giving the trees sprayed earlier an advantage (AN 3).So, when is the best time to spray?  Spraying when 30-40 chilling portions has accumulated seems to give the most consistent bloom advance.  These dates match the recommendation to spray between late December and mid-January.  When is it too late to spray with good results?  Spraying late (50-60 CP) can advance bloom, but results are not consistent.  If it is cold from 30-60 CP, as it was in 2008, then you should expect similar results from a 30 CP spray or a 60 CP spray.  However, if there is a warm spell between the two spray dates – as there was in 2009, the 30 CP spray date will give more bloom advance than the 60 CP sprayInside the 30-40 chill portion window, you will get better results if you spray during or just ahead of warmer weather.  What do I mean by that?  A warm day is a high of 55-60 and a low of 45.  What’s a cold day?  Highs in the low 40’s.      If you spray in mid to late February, you will probably delay bloom.  You will not advance it at all.
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If you want to add pesticides to oil and control peach twig borer and prune aphid, you can get good control with most pesticides beginning December 1.  Not that you need to spray December 1, but if the CP accumulation reaches 30 CP by, say, December 15, you can spray at that time for good aphid and PTB control.  4 gallons of oil/acre all by itself will give good control of low to moderate scale populations.  Add Seize WP or an OP (diazinon, Supracide, Lorsban, etc.) to the oil to control heavy scale populations.  With poison in the tank, avoid spraying within 48 hours of predicted rain – especially if the orchard soil is saturated.



OK, how do I know 
when to spray?
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Presentation Notes
Target dates to spray oil or a full dormant spray to advance bloom are when 30-40 CP have accumulated.  When will those happen?
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Average Dynamic Model chilling accumulation (in chilling portions) on 

each calendar day from 1993‐2009.  Nicolaus CIMIS station data.
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Here’s a graph showing average chilling portion accumulation over time from 1993-2009from the Nicolaus CIMIS station. The coldest months of the year in the Sacramento Valley are December and January.  Chilling accumulation is usually fairly constant in those months.  So, because of how chilling is calculated in the Dynamic Model, chilling accumulation is pretty constant from day to day and there can’t be more than 1.66 chilling portions per 2 calendar days when weather conditions are optimal for chilling.What this means is that given a chilling accumulation on December 1 and a chilling accumulations target for spraying oil such as, say, 35 chill portions, you can predict the absolute SOONEST DATE for spraying.  This will not guarantee that the weather will be perfect for chilling between now and then and so delay the arrival of 35 Chill Portions, but it tells you the soonest you will be spraying.  This let’s you plan ahead.  The end of December/first half of January can be a busy time with holidays, pruning, etc. to be planned and done.  Knowing if the right time for spraying will be early, say Dec 15, or late, say Jan 13, could be helpful.  The Spray window –30-40 CP – is usually lasts at least two weeks, so there is some wiggle room once you know the general timing of chilling accumulation in that season.  As long as rain isn’t in the forecast, you can watch the chilling and the forecast weather to get the most bloom advance from your spray.  
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Location 2009‐10 2008‐09 2007‐08 2006‐07 2005‐06 2004‐05

Nicholaus Dec 24 Jan 2 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 13 Dec 18
Durham Dec 24 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 7 Jan 11 Dec 24
Orland Dec 28 Jan 6 Jan 6 Jan 6 Jan 12 Dec 22
Gerber Dec 27 Jan 4 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 7 Dec 21

Date 40 Chill Portions (CP) accumulated at 
different locations in the Sacramento Valley.



Location 2009‐10 2008‐09 2007‐08 2006‐07 2005‐06 2004‐05

Nicholaus Dec 24 Jan 2 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 13 Dec 18
Durham Dec 24 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 7 Jan 11 Dec 24
Orland Dec 28 Jan 6 Jan 6 Jan 6 Jan 12 Dec 22
Gerber Dec 27 Jan 4 Jan 2 Jan 4 Jan 7 Dec 21

Date 40 Chill Portions (CP) accumulated at 
different locations in the Sacramento Valley.



How do I track chilling accumulation?
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With my busy schedule – multiple crops, pruning crews, bank or credit meetings, etc. – how am I going to be able to build those graphs and figure when my earliest spray day will land?You don’t have to.



http://fruitsandnuts.ucdavis.edu/Weather%5FServices/
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Visit the UC Davis Fruit and Nut Research and Information Center Weather Data site at: http://fruitsandnuts.ucdavis.edu/Weather%5FServices/ This site at UC Davis has two chilling calculators that will help you plan your sprays: There is a Dynamic Model chilling calculator that will tell you the Chilling portions for any day in the winter.There is a new site that will tell you the earliest day you will hit a target chilling accumulation (30 CP, 35 CP – you tell the computer what your target is).  You have to tell the computer what weather station you want it to use (Gerber, Durham, Colusa, Nicholaus, etc.).  It knows the date and what the current CP accumulations are for those weather stations.  The computer will give you the earliest date for your target CP to arrive based on CP accumulations to date.  It will also give you the average date for your target CP to arrive based on average CP accumulation at the Nicolaus weather station over the past 10 years.   This web site is up 24/7.Another option is to call me and I can tell you what I’m seeing.  I'm not up 24/7, but I'll do my best to help.    

http://fruitsandnuts.ucdavis.edu/Weather_Services
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Test this, please.  Don’t dive in and spray the whole place!



Don’t lose sight of key points.
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Presentation Notes
With all this new information, please don't lose site of key points that should be considered before any dormant spray.  Don’t spray if the trees are dry, you risk severe oil burn.  If the soil profile is moist/wet, spraying right after a dry north wind quits will result in bad burn.   Pesticide runoff hurts fish and other life forms in streams and rivers.  Don’t spray a full dormant spray with pyrethroids like Asana or Warrior OR an OP like diazinon or Lorsban within 48 hours of predicted rain if the orchard soil is saturated.  If you are using just oil or oil plus a new reduced environmental risk pesticide like Delegate, then you don’t have the regulations restricting application with approaching rain and saturated soils.    There is a decent window of at least 14 days between 30-40 CP, you have some wiggle room. If you are interested, please try our predictor and let me know what you think. Thanks very much. 
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